CPC Meeting 10/4/12
Acceptance of the treasurers report - Bob first/Mary second
Public input request – Bob Dewane talked about Two Rivers citizens academy
Second request- Annie Short (phone call from a mother of a lost teenager complaining and questioning cat in
the river reward but not for prescription that killed her son.)
Third request for public input- None
Membership Matters- 21/23 need to fill chairs, Introduction of Lainey Braun. Nominations for replacement
officers, Nominated for Chair (Marty Schilder By: Bruce Jacobs) SHE ACCEPTS!, with full support. Secretary
nomination (Cooper Schmidt) Accepted.
TRIAD Update: No one from triad, Bruce Jacobs. Talks about moving meeting from senior center due to
excessive population growth of members. Volunteered at Felician Village and they are set for Crime Prevention
day
Retail theft prevention- Missed last meeting and cancelled today due to father’s death. \
High School Members Update- Roncalli- Homecoming Vandalism (TP)
Luthern- Couple of thefts (chapsicks and graphing calculator TI-88) reward rose to $300
Lincoln- Referred to officer Delsman
SRO Update- Basic info on Jason Delsman and training. Lincoln filled with many different offences mostly
truancy. Discussed schools on board for truancy. And habitual truants.
Steve Kleinfeldt comments for his elementary school truancy, and meeting with Catheline Mcdaniels.
Bruce Jacobs- Contributes with his view of “pendulum effect” of parents and severity of punishments.
Citizens Academy Alumni Update- Fielded by Kelly Becker. At the previous meeting discussed the Crime
prevention day booth and the food ordered. Also had the refresher course on drugs in Manitowoc. Great turn out
for Detective Kowalski. Most food is donated. Discsed the “passport” at Crime Prevention day. Bakery on state
donates doughnuts. Booth for buying tickets instead of exchanging cash and food. Hope to speed things up.
Community partnership for children of Manitowoc county- Annie short, No Updates!
CP activity project and scams- went to conference about neighborhood watch. Eye opening for Bruce. Wants
ramp up the community to neighborhood watch. Proposed subcommittee for neighborhood watch.
Neighborhood meeting for 10/27/12 @ 9am in training room at MTPD. Subcommittee (Gloria Wallace, Cooper
Schmidt and Annie Short.)
Bruce Jacobs Update on Crime Prevention Day- Goes over of basics of Crime Prevention Day. Mary wants
the bag pipes guy… Crime Prevention Day set up- Friday 10/19/12 @ 1-3 for set up Show up at 8-9 on
10/20/12 for cleanup.
Mary Schilder Motion to adjourn Bob Dewane with a speedy Second!
Submitted by Cooper Schmidt

